Abstract Upper and lower bounds for the difference between the arithmetic and harmonic means of n positive numbers are obtained in terms of n and the largest and smallest of the numbers. Also, results of S. H. Tung [2], are used to obtain upper and lower bounds for the elementary mean values Mp of Hardy. Littlewood, and Pólya.
We will derive somewhat similar bounds for the difference between the arithmetic and the harmonic means of n positive numbers. Let xx, x2.x" be positive numbers, and let p be a real number. Then M (xx,..., x") is defined as [n'x L'l"x xk7\x/p, up * 0; M0(xx,..., x") is defined as (njî_i xk)x/". We denote Mx, the arithmetic mean, by A; M0, the geometric mean, by G; and M_x, the harmonic mean, by H. Since Mp(kxx,..., kx") = kMp(xx,..., x") for all p and for all k > 0, we may, without loss of generality, assume x, = 1.
Proof. For each k, 2 < k < n, let Ak = A(xx, x2.xk_x, x") and Hk = H(xx, x2,..., xk_x, x"). 
